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The “iterative instrumental variables” (IN) method for estimating inter- 
dependent systems, originally referred to as a symmetric counterpart to the 
“fix-point” (FP) method, shares its symmetry properties with Durbin’s iterative 
method for performing the “full information maximum likelihood” (FIML) 
estimation. Classical interdependent systems are considered and identities may 
occur among the structural equations. Alternative symmetric procedures for 
obtaining FIML estimates are also dealt with, including the sequential maximiza- 
tion of the likelihood function with respect to the coefficients of one structural 
equation at a time. 
Two recent estimation methods developed by Brundy and Jorgenson (1971, 
Review of Economics and Statistics 53, 207-224) as well as Dhrymes (1971, 
Austral. J. Statist. 13, 168-175) can be considered the second approximation 
of the IIV method and Durbin’s method respectively with the first approximation 
obtained by the “ordinary instrumental variables” (OIV) method. In practice 
the second approximation depends heavily on the choice of initial instrumental 
variables, although the asymptotic distribution is not changed by the continued 
iteration. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
By the “iterative instrumental variables” (IIV) method [24,25] proxies of the 
(restricted) reduced form estimates of the endogenous variables present in a 
structural equation are used as instrumental variables when the coefficients in 
the equation are estimated in the next approximation. The number of instru- 
mental variables is one more than needed, but the equations for the estimation of 
the coefficients are in agreement with each other. In practice, of course, one of 
the instrumental variables is excluded, but for given values of the coefficients in 
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one approximation, the coefficients in the next approximation are the same, 
whichever instrumental variables is excluded in this way. Because of this 
property the IIV method was earlier [23] re f erred to as a symmetric counterpart 
to Wold’s “fix-point” method. 
The fix-point (FP) method [40; 41; 42; 43; 341 is a “nonlinear iterative 
partial least-squares” (NIPALS) method, where one of the endogenous variables 
in each equation is selected as regressand (dependent variable) while the estimated 
values of the other endogenous variables are treated as regressors. The method is 
assymmetric in the sense that the ratios between the coefficients within one 
equation depends on the choice of regressand. The method builds on a refor- 
mulation of the structural form, where the endogenous variables, apart from the 
regressand, are replaced by their conditional expectations. For the “general 
interdependent” (GEID) systems, already introduced in the seminal paper on 
the fix-point approach [40] the asymmetry caused by the regression considered 
is extended to the theoretical model, so that the model gives a predictor specifica- 
tion for given values of the regressors considered. Moreover the parity principle 
1421 is fulfilled for models without identities in the sense that just as many zero 
correlations are assumed as are needed for the estimation of the system. An 
important difference between the FP and IIV methods is that the original 
structural form is retained when the IIV method is used. For further comparisons 
between the FP and IIV methods reference is made to [28, 30, 32, 26, 27, 5, 61. 
Although the “full information maximum likelihood (FIML) method is 
symmetric, the current iterative methods for calculating the structural coefficients 
[8, 15, 93 are of an asymmetric character. An exception is Durbin’s [12] method, 
whose extension to the case, where identities are present in the system is dealt 
with in Section 7. A related method is dealt with in Section 8 and sequential 
procedures involving partial maximization of the likelihood function with respect 
to the structural coefficients of one equation at a time are treated in Section 9. 
Recently Brundy and Jorgenson [7]l as well as Dhrymes [ 1 I]’ have considered 
two methods of iterating an “ordinary instrumental variable (OIV) estimation. 
One of these methods, referred to by Brundy and Jorgenson as the “limited 
information instrumental variables efficient” (LIVE) method, can be considered 
as the second approximation of the IIV method with the first approximation 
obtained by the OIV method as demonstrated in Section 4.4, while the other 
method, referred by Brundy and Jorgenson as the “full information instrumental 
variables efficient” (FIVE) method can be considered as the second approxima- 
tion of Durbin’s method as displayed in Section 7.2. Dhrymes leaves out the 
word “efficient” and characterizes the methods as equivalent to the “two-stage 
1 The appearance of these papers have caused most of the additions to the present 
paper as compared with its preliminary version, presented at the European Meeting of 
the Econometric Society at Barcelona, Spain, September 1971. 
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least squares” (2SLS) and “three-stage least squares” (3SLS), respectively. He 
dispenses with the assumption of normally distributed residuals. 
2. THE Two FORMS OF AN INTERDEPENDENT SYSTEM 
Let the vector of the n (current) endogenous variables be denoted by yt and 
the vector of the 2 predetermined variables be denoted by ,st . The structural 
form of the system will be written as 
PYt = rzt + Vt (2.1) 
where the square matrix 13 is assumed to be nonsingular and vt is the residual 
vector, whose last n - k elements are prescribed zeros, which correspond to the 
identities. Each of the R structural equations, which are not identities, are 
supposed to be identified, which in absence of other restrictions implies that the 
equation has at most 1 + 1 variables. The K surviving residuals, which form the 
vector vtf, say, are supposed to have a joint distribution independent of t with 
zero mean and the covariance matrix Z, say. In connection with maximum 
likelihood estimation the residuals are assumed to have a joint normal distribution. 
The residual vector vt’ is assumed to be independent of v,I for 7 f t and of 
z, for 7 < t, for those components of z, , which are exogenous also for T > t. 
This is the classical specification. The symmetric counterpart to the GEID 
specification [25] will not be considered in this paper. The asymptotic properties 
of the estimators will be dealt with under the additional assumption that the 
empirical first- and second-order moments of the stochastic variables, including 
product moments where at least one of the variables is stochastic, converge 
stochastically to their theoretical counterparts. For the corresponding moments 
of nonstochastic variables ordinary mathematical convergence is assumed. 
Solving the structural form (2.1) for yt we obtain the reduced form. 
Yt = nzt + Et with I7 = p-lr and et = 13-l~~. (2.2) 
Let Y = (yr ,..., yr) and Z = (zi ,..., zr) be the matrices of the observed 
values of the endogenous and predetermined variables respectively, while Y, and 
Zi denote the matrices of the observed values of the endogenous and predeter- 
mined variables, which occur in the ith structural equation. Furthermore let pi 
and yi be the row vectors of those elements of the ith row of 13 and r, which are 
not prescribed zeros. Then the ith structural equation can be written as 
piyi = rizi + vi. (2.3) 
where vi. = (vi1 ,..., viT) is the row vector of the residuals of the ith structural 
equation. 
Hitherto we have not specified the normalization rule for the coefficients. Let 
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us prescribe the value one for the diagonal elements of the matrix p. Under this 
normalization let /3u) be the row vector, obtained from j?I by excluding the 
prescribed element and let oli denote the combined row vector oli = (-&) , ri). 
The row vector of the observed values of the ith endogenous variable will be 
denoted by yi. so that yi. = (yil ,..., yiT) and the matrix of the observed values 
of the other variables, occuring in the ith equation will be denoted by Xi . Then 
Eq. (2.3) can be written as 
yi. = aixi + vi. . (2.4) 
3. THE ITERATIVE INSTRUMENTAL VAFHABLE~ (IIV) 
METHOD AND ITS SYMMETRY 
The matrices p and r as estimated in the rth approximation will be denoted 
by B(r) and Or), and the row vectors of those elements of the ith rows of HZ) 
and P) which are not prescribed zeros will be denoted by by) and ci’). For the 
identities the known values of the coefficients are used in every approximation. 
The matrix of the estimated values of the endogenous variables in approximation 
number r will be denoted by Y(r) so that 
B(7)YW) = C”‘Z (3.1) 
whence 
ym = pw)-lp)Z. (3.2) 
Let Yj’) be the matrix of those rows of Y(r) which pertain to Yi. According 
to the IIV method the rth approximation of the estimated values of the 
endogenous variables present in the equation are used as instrumental variables 
for the next approximation, so that 
The rows of the matrix of these relation are linearly dependent. This follows 
from relation (3.1) whose ith row can be written as 
@y!r) = c!“Z. I t I L - (3.4) 
Thus the determinant of the matrix of (3.3) vanishes, and it follows that (3.3) 
has nontrivial solutions. In practice one of the instrumental variables is excluded, 
but the ratios between the components of (b!‘+‘), cr+‘)) when B(r) and C(r) are 
known, does not depend on which instrumental variable is excluded. This 
independence can evidently be traced back in the sense that it holds for given 
values of the first approximation B(l) and C(l). This property of the IIV method 
makes it symmetric with respect to the current endogenous variables. 
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By eliminating the vector c:(‘+‘) from (3.3), the following relation is obtained: 
{yyyi’ - y$?,,(zJJ-l Z,Y,‘} b$-) = 0; (3.5) 
and when bir+‘) is known, cr+‘) is obtained from the formula 
c!(r+l) = (.q.qy .qy,@‘+‘), t (3.6) 
which shows that c:‘+l) can be looked upon as the row vector of the empirical 
regression coefficient of the ith component of B(‘+‘)yt on the predetermined 
variables present in the ith structural equation. 
Instead of excluding one of the instrumental variables totally we can use 
linear combinations of them. In the special case where the ith equation contains 
all endogenous variables of the system, that is Yi = Y it is seen from (3.1) that 
the matrix Yi’) in the systems (3.3) and (3.5) can be replaced by, say,P) = V)Z 
with the ith row of Q(r) excluded, because this row is just a linear combination of 
the rows of Zi . 
When the ith structural equation does not contain all endogenous variables 
in the system, the endogenous variables which are absent from the ith equation 
can be eliminated from the system formed of the remaining structural equations. 
With the aid of the transformed system thus obtained, the preceeding approach 
can be applied to the ith structural equation. This is of limited practical 
importance, but enables us to draw the following conclusion: The row vectors 
bV+l) and gr+‘) do not depend on bj’) t and cr), that is the coefficients of an 
equation in one approximation do not depend on the preceeding approximation 
of the coefficients of the same equation. 
Only the ratios between the coefficients within each equation are obtained by 
the procedure described previously. One possible normalization is to prescribe 
,QIi’ = 1 for each equation to be estimated, but in econometric practice unit 
value is assigned to one of the coefficients in each structural equation. 
4. OUTLINE OF THE IIV METHOD WHEN THE DIAGONAL ELEMENTS 
OF p ARE ASSIGNED THE VALUE ONE 
4.1. The Start of the Iterative Procedure 
Let the vector 0~~ as estimated in the rth approximation be denoted by a:“. 
Although the first approximation, ai’) can be obtained by any current method we 
will consider the case where a$‘) takes the form 
ai j(l) = (xp’xi’)-’ x,l”‘r;. , i = l,..., K. 
Three different choices of Xj!“) will be dealt with. 
(4-l) 
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Two-stage least-squares (2SLS) start. With Y(O) = FZ where 
P = YZ’(ZZ’)-l we form Xj”) by replacing those rows of Xi which 
are taken from Y by the corresponding rows of Y(O). Since in this 
case Xj”)Xi’ = X~“)X~(o) the first approximation (4.1) is in fact the 
two-stage least-squares (2SLS) estimator, an interpretation of the 
2SLS method originally due to Klein [19]. 
Ordinary least-squares (OLS) start. With Y(O) = Y we get Xj”) = Xi 
which means that the first approximation (4.1) is obtained by applying 
the OLS method to each structural equation separately. The drawback 
is that ai’) in this case is an inconsistent estimator of 0~~ , but never- 
theless this start is mostly used in practice. 
Ordinary instrumental variables (OIV) start. Here Xj”) is considered 
separately already at the outset so that 
(4.2) 
where P,‘f; has as many rows as there are endogenous variables on 
the right-hand side of relation (2.4). The simplest choice of P,$ is 
to give one element of each row the value one and all other elements 
the value zero, in such a way that the rows of Xj!“) consist of the 
observed values of one predetermined variable each. With such a choice 
there is no direct connection between the reduced form coefficients 
and P(O). On the other hand, the start (i) can be considered a special * 
case of the start (iii). The main importance of start (iii), however, is 
that it provides a consistent ajl’, which with a convenient choice of 
P$) is applicable also when the sample is undersized, so that the 
number of predetermined variables in the system exceeds the sample 
size. 
4.2. The Step from r to r f 1 
When ar), i = I,..., K has been obtained, B(r) and C’cr) are formed from the 
estimated coefficients in approximation r and the coefficients with prescribed 
values. Especially it should be noted that the n - K rows of B(r) and C@) which 
refer to the identities, have prescribed values of all their elements. Thereafter 
we calculate Y(r) from formula (3.2) and Xi” is formed by replacing those rows 
of Xi , which are taken from Y by the corresponding rows of Y(r). Then the 
next approximation is obtained from the formula 
a$‘+l) = (x~‘&‘)-l JS$y;. , i = I,..., k. (4.3) 
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4.3. The Final IIV Estimator 
Leaving out the superscript (Y) to denote the limiting values of the coefficients 
as obtained by the iterative procedure, while the limits of Ycr) and Xi’) are 
written as Y* and Xi* respectively, we have in the limit 
ai’ = (Xi*Xi’)-l Xi*yi. , i = l,..., K, 
where Xi* is obtained from Xi by replacing those rows, which are taken from Y 
by the corresponding rows of Y* = B-‘CZ. 
4.4. The Limited Information Instrumental Variables E@ient (LIVE) Estimator 
With the OIV start (4.2) and (4.1), the procedure in Section 4.2 is performed 
only once. In this way the LIVE estimator is obtained from the formula 
a,’ = (XJl)Xj’)-l X,!l)yi’, i = l,..., k. (4.5) 
This method is primarily designed for the case, where the sample is undersized. 
5. ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES OF THE IIV ESTIMATOR 
5.1. The Consistency 
In order to deal with the asymptotic properties it is convenient to describe 
the IIV method in an abbreviated way either with the aid of the reduced form 
coefficients [27] or with the aid of the structural coefficients, an approach which 
will be used here. 
Without changing B@+l) and P+r) we can replace the instrumental variables 
taken from Y(r) = (B(“)-lC”)Z by the corresponding ones taken from 
,(adj B(‘)) PJZ, h w ere adj B(r) stands for the adjoint matrix, i.e. the transpose 
of the matrix obtained from B(‘) by substituting all its elements by their cofactors 
taken from the determinant 1 B(“) I. Then the coefficients of the predetermined 
variables are multinomials in the elements of Bf7) and P). Let us now introduce 
the notation (Y = (~yi ,..., qJ for the combined row vector of all structural 
coefficients to be estimated under the normalization that the diagonal elements of 
g are assigned the vaiue 1, and the corresponding estimated vector in approxima- 
tion Y will be denoted by a17) = (ar),..., a;)). Furthermore let m denote the 
vector of the elements of the empirical moment matrices (1 / T)YZ’ and ( 1 / T)ZZ’. 
Then it follows from (4.3) that the iterative procedure can be written as 
a(T+l) = f (a(r), m), (5-l) 
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where the elements of the vector-valued iteration function f(Y, m) are rational 
expressions in the components of ?P and m. Let TV be the theoretical counterpart 
to m, that is the vector of the corresponding theoretical moments. Then 
a = f(K 4 (5-a 
with exception for such vectors Y, for which some of the denominators of the 
components of f(‘u, p) vanish; in the typical singular case the indeterminate 
form O/O is obtained for these components. Apart from such singular cases it 
follows from Slutsky’s theorem (cf. [lo, p. 2551) that f(Y, m) converges 
stochastically to a. 
The IIV method aims at a vector a, which satisfies the relation 
and is a consistant estimator of 01. For any vector o = (e)i ,..., u,) the largest of 
the absolute values 1 w, I,..., 1 w, 1 will be denoted by 11 a 11. To show that one 
of the solutions of (5.3) tends to 01 when m tends to p, we note that a - CY = 
f(a, m) - f(a, p) as soon as no denominators of the components of f(a, CL) 
vanish. Within a neighborhood of the point m = CL, the formula of bounded 
increments as applied to the component u,~ of the vector ui gives 
aij - aij = (m - p)[2fij(u, m*)/2m*], m* = p + Qj(m - II), 0 < Q G 17 
(5.4) 
where the vector of the partial derivatives is interpreted as a column vector. 
From this relation it is seen that for an arbitrary small positive number 6, the 
inequality I/ a - a! I/ < 6 holds as soon as 11 m - TV // < 6* is small enough. 
This proves that one of the solutions of a = f(u, m) tends to 01 when m tends to CL. 
Since moreover the probability that II m - p II < 8* tends to one when sample 
size tends to infinity, it follows that the vector a now considered is a consistent 
estimator of oz. 
The condition for the convergence of the iterative procedure to a vector for 
which a = f(a, m) from a start in the neighborhood of this vector is that the 
Jacobian matrix af(u, m)/&z as evaluated for the vector aimed at has all its 
eigenvalues inside the unit circle. For the consistent estimator a, discussed in the 
preceeding paragraph, the elements of this matrix has zero probability limit, 
which implies that the iterative procedure has a tendency to converge faster, 
when the sample size increases. 
Only one of the vectors a satisfying the relation a = f(u, m) converges 
stochastically to the theoretical vector (Y. For the other vectors satisfying 
a = f (a, m) at least one of the denominators of the components of f(a, m) 
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converges stochastically to zero, which implies that the Jacobian matrix 
af(a, m)/& as evaluated for such a vector has at least one element whose absolute 
value tends stochastically to infinity. This implies that the IIV method has a 
tendency to avoid the nonconsistent vectors a, which satisfy the relation 
a = f(a, m) when the sample size is large. 
5.2. Comparison Between Asymptotic Distributions 
Let Y be a vector which converges stochastically to a vector Y, such that no 
denominators of the components of f(Y, p) vanish. When (!?‘, m) is within 
a neighborhood of (Y, p), say 11 Y - PII < 6* and I/ m - p 11 < 8 we have, 
according to the formula of bounded increments, 
and the probability that (Y, m) belongs to the neighborhood considered tends to 
one when sample size tends to infinity. The gradient afj(e, m)/ae tends 
stochastically to zero to the order of 1/T1/2. Since Yconverges stochastically to Y, 
it follows that {j(Y, m) - f(Y, m)}T1j2 converges stochastically to zero, which 
implies that {f(!?‘, m) - a}T1lz converges stochastically to {f(Y, m) - or}T112. 
Thusf(Y, m) is a consistent estimator of OL with the same asymptotic distribution 
as f(Y, m). For the OLS start (ii) in Section 4.1, we have that ut2) = f(u(l), m) 
has the same asymptotic distribution as f(cP, m), where cP) is the probability 
limit of u(l), if no components off(&), p) have vanishing denominators. For the 
OIV start (iii) in Section 4.1 the vector u(l) is consistent, which implies that 
a(2) = f(&‘, m), the LIVE estimator, has the same asymptotic distribution as 
~(oL, m). With OLS start uf3) = f(uc2), m) is the first iteration, which has the 
same asymptotic distribution as f(a, m). In a note, Brundy and Jorgenson [7J 
suggest that this third approximation should be considered an estimator of its 
own right. For the final estimatorf(u, m) has the same asymptotic distribution as 
~(oL, m) and since a = f(u, m) it follows that the final IIV estimator itself has the 
same asymptotic distribution as ~(oL, m). 
Let mi denote the row vector of the elements of (1 / T) YiZ’ and ( 1 / T)ZiZ’. With 
the OIV start (iii) in Section 4.1 relation (4.1) can formally be written as 
where the components are rational expressions in the elements of the matrix 
P{f/ and the vector mi . Let us consider the case, where P$ is determined in 
accordance with the start (i) in Section 4.1, so that P,Ciq’ = F(i) , where F(i) 
consists of the rows of p, referring to the endogenous variables present on the 
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right-hand side of the relation (2.4). In the same way as before it can be proved 
that {g,(Pti) , mi) - ai}T1j2 converges stochastically to {g,(17u) , mi) - ai}T1/2 
where UC,) stands for the matrix of the pertinent theoretical reduced form 
coefficients. Then it follows that the 2SLS estimator uj’) = gi(P(,) , mi) has the 
same asymptotic distribution as gi(nu, , m,). Since theoretical reduced-form 
coefficients are also used in the instrumental variables semistep of f(cu, m), we 
have that 
from which we conclude that also the 2SLS estimator has the same asymptotic 
distribution as f(~, m). 
At last a comparison with the limited information maximum likelihood (LIML) 
estimator will be made. Let us write ?{ = PJ with P, == E;iZ’(ZZ’)-i. With 
this notation Anderson and Rubins [l] relation for the coefficients of the ith 
equation can be written as 
@&, - Pjzj’(zjzi’)-l~j~j’ - A( Yj - &)( Y, - Pi)‘}& = 0 (5.8) 
where bi’ is the eigenvector associated with the smallest root of the determinantal 
equation 
1 F&-i, - Pjzj'(zjzj')-zjPj' - A(Y, - Pj)(Yj - IQ' 1 = 0 (5.9) 
and ci’ is obtained from a formula corresponding to (3.6), namely, 
Ci’ = (zjzj’)-‘ziYj’bi’. (5.10) 
Let B& be the matrix composed of the eigenvectors associated with the other 
eigenvalues. Then it follows from the properties of eigenvectors, together with 
the relations pipi’ = pi,’ and Z,Y$’ = Z,Yi’ that 
B(a{ Fji,, - ~jzj(zizj’)-lzjYj’}bj’ = 0. (5.11) 
With the normalization bii = 1 this estimator can be written asgJP$ , mJ where 
P& = Bc,,pi. For comparison we also considerg,(PgT, mi) where P;“ir = B~i$7(i) 
where 17uj is the matrix of the theoretical counterparts to Po) . Since P& - PzF 
converges stochastically to zero, also {g,(P& , mi) - g,(PG:, wQ}T~/~ converges 
stochastically to zero which implies that g,(Pz, , mi) and g,(Pc:, mJ have the 
same asymptotic distribution. Because of the ith row of the relation @Z7 = I’ 
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we have that g,(PF*, mi) = g& , m,). From relation (5.7) it follows that the 
LIML estimator has the same asymptotic distribution as the estimator ~(oL, m). 
Without referring directly to the auxiliary function ~(oL, nt) we restate our 
results concerning the different estimators of the coefficient vector LY in the 
following way. The IIV estimator as well as the 2SLS estimator, the LIVE 
estimator, and the estimator obtained from the third approximation of IIV with 
OLS start has the same asymptotic distribution as the LIML estimator. Let for 
a moment a* denote the LIML estimator while a denotes one of the other four 
estimators under consideration. Then (~2 - cy)T1i2 converges stochastically to 
(a* - a)T1j2, which implies a close connection between the five estimators here 
considered when the sample size is large. 
5.3. The Asymptotic Covariance Matrix of the Structural Coejkients 
It has been proved earlier that the IIV estimator as well as the 2SLS estimator 
of the structural coefficients has the same asymptotic distribution as if the 
theoretical values of the reduced-form coefficients were used when the instru- 
mental variables are formed, or in other words, as if Y* were replaced by nZ. 
Then, let Nij be the matrix of theoretical moments corresponding to (l/ T)X,*X,’ 
and lM,, the matrix of theoretical moments corresponding to (l/T)X,*XF’. The 
covariance matrix of the k contemporeneous residuals is again denoted by z, 
while the asymptotic covariance matrix of the elements of a will be denoted by 
,??a’,, . Then according to a general formula for the instrumental variables method 
[37] generalized to cover covariances between coefficients of different equations, 
the following expression is obtained. 
With the special choice of instrumental variables made here we have Nij = Mij 
because the residuals of the reduced form are also independent of the predeter- 
mined variables. Thus we can write the asymptotic covariance matrix in the more 
simple form 
ull”;; . . . u,~M;~~M,,M-’ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .“: . (5.13) 
~klM~;MklM~ll *. * %c”;~ 
The relation Nij = Mij does in general not hold exactly for the corresponding 
empirical moments( l/T)Xi*Xj’and(l/T)X,*Xj*‘though it holds if Xi* and Xj* 
are replaced by the matrices obtained by the initial approximation (i) Section 4.1, 
that is, they are calculated according to the first stage of the TSLS method. 
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6. THE FULL INFORMATION MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD (FIML) METHOD 
Let us split up the interdependent system (2.1) in the following way. 
PllYtl + PlZYi’ = r1zt + 4, 
l&Y: + f%eYtl = r2% 9 
(6.1) 
where the vector ytr has k components and the vector yf has n - k components. 
Multiplying the second matrix equation to the left by &.&i and subtracting 
the result from the first matrix equation we have 
where 
P:IytI = r,*z, + d W-2) 
By the transformation the matrix p is changed into 
(E Ip,,,. 
(6.3) 
(6.4) 
The transformation does not change the value of the determinant of the matrix 
and therefore we have the following determinantal relation. 
I P,*, I = I P l/l Pzz I- (6.5) 
From (6.2) we obtain the Jacobian matrix A$/aytl = f3& and the logarithm 
of the likelihood function, as obtained by treating the presample values of the 
endogenous variables as given constants, can be written as (see e.g. [lg]): 
1ogL =~nTlog2l7++TlogI 13~]2-~Tlog]Z] 
- t i K~tl- ri*4’nGYt’- rl*4 . (6.6) 
t-1 
Since the transformation of the interdependent system does not interfere with 
the residuals, so that the residual vector in the first relation of (6.1) is the same 
as that of relation (6.2), we have 
f31*IYtr - r,*z, = wt - rlzt with P1 = ( PdhJ. (6.7) 
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Because the matrix pss is given in advance, expressions (6.5) and (6.7) enables 
us to write the logarithm of the likelihood function in the following way. 
logL=const+~Tlog(~(2-~gTlog~Z:( 
- s i (P1Yt - rlzt)’ WPlY: - r14. 68) 
t=1 
This form of the likelihood function is dealt with by Durbin [12]. 
The maximum likelihood estimators of p1 and r, will be denoted by B, and C, 
and the maximum likelihood estimator of Z will be denoted by S so that 
s = (l/T)(B,Y - C,Z)(B,Y - CJ)‘. (6-g) 
The partial derivatives of 1ogL with respect to pi, and yi4 together with (6.9) 
give rise to the likelihood equations 
i sij(bjYjy;. - cjZjy;.) = Tb’i if yD,t occurs in the ith equation, 
j=l 
(6.10) 
2 di(biYjz;. - c&z;.) = 0 
j=l 
if zet occurs in the ith equation, 
where Zj and bpi are the elements of the inverse matrices S-l and B-l, and, as 
before ys. = (yP1 ,..., yPT) and in the same way z,. = (z,i ,..., zI1r). Two 
iterative methods, Al and A2, which build on transformations of these equations 
will be dealt with. The other iterative methods referred to as methods Bl and 
B2 maximize the likelihood function with respect to each equation sequentially. 
7. METHOD Al: EXTENSION OF DURBIN’S METHOD TO THE CASE, 
WHERE IDENTITIES ARE PRIZSENT 
7.1. Outline of the Method 
Among the iterative methods for obtaining FIML estimates to be presented 
here Durbin’s [12] method is most similar to the IIV method. For its extension 
to the case where identities occur in the system, reference is made to [24, 31,281. 
Let us denote the row vector of the elements in the pth row of Y* by yc. . 
With the aid of the last formula of (2.2) as applied to the estimated residuals, 
the following relation is obtained. 
Y?L = Y: + i b”“u,. . 
b-1 
(7.1) 
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By introducing this expression for yp. into (6.10) we get 
if yPt occurs in the ith equation, 
(7.2) 
if aQt occurs in the ith equation. 
j=l 
Since &Y* = giZi , the relation corresponding to p = i can be excluded as 
usual. As before we introduce the normalization that the diagonal elements 
of B are assigned the value one. With the structural equation written in the form 
(2.4), the system (7.2) can be written as 
(7.3) 
j=l j=l 
When Bcr) and P) are given, we calculate as by the IIV method 
y(r) = (B"')-lC"'Z, 
and form the matrix Xi’), the rth approxi ‘mation of X,*. Moreover, we calculate 
the residual covariance matrix in the rth approximation 
$7) = (l/T) uw#rJw with U(T) = B(7)y - C(r)Z (7.4) 
and with these approximations the coefficients in the next approximation are 
determined by the relations 
(7.5) 
By this procedure the equations for all values of i must be solved simultaneously 
so that: 
(7.6) 
This iteration formula is suggested by Durbin [12] for the case, where no 
identities are present in the system. In an example with identities, namely 
Klein’s model I, he applies a transformation of the coefficients due to Chernoff 
and Divinsky [S]. 
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The start of the iteration can be performed in the same way as for the IIV 
method, especially formula (4.1) together with one of the procedures (i)-(iii) 
mentioned in Section 4.1, can be used also in the case now considered. 
The step from T to Y + 1. When the coefficient vector a(“) is known, the 
matrices B(r) and 0) are arranged. Then Y (r) is calculated from (3.2) and S(r) 
from (7.4). Thereafter the matrices Xr),..., Xr) are formed and the vector 
a(++‘) is obtained from (7.6). 
7.2. The Full Information Instrumental Variables Eficient (FIVE) Method 
With the OIV start (4.2) the first approximation of the structural coefficients 
is obtained with the aid of formula (4.1). Then just one iteration step is performed 
in the way described at the end of the preceeding subsection, so that the FIVE 
estimator is obtained from formula (7.6) with r = I. It seems open to doubt that 
this method is superior to the LIVE method for undersized samples, because the 
FIML estimator itself does not exist for such samples, and the FIVE estimator 
is the first iteration step toward the FIML estimator. 
7.3. Asymptotic Properties of the Iteration Function 
With a slight change of notation let m be the vector of the elements of the 
empirical moment matrices (l/T)YY’, (l/T)YZ’, and (I/T)ZZ’. If the instru- 
mental variables, taken from Y(r), are modified in the way described in the 
beginning of Section 5.1, and if the elements of (S(r))-l which occur in formula 
(7.6) are replaced by the elements of adj S c7), then it is easily seen that the iterative 
process also in the case now considered can be written in the form 
a(‘+l) z f (a(‘), m) 
where the components of the vector function f (Y, m) are rational functions of the 
components of the vectors !P and m. The theoretical counterpart to m will be 
denoted by II. The asymptotic properties can be dealt with in essentially the 
same way as the one used for the iteration function of the IIV method in 
Section 5, and therefore only the main points will be stated. 
Let Y be a vector for which f (Y, m) exists, so that no elements with vanishing 
denominators occur. Then 
fx =f(KtL) (7.7) 
and it follows from Slutsky’s theorem that f (Y, m) is a consistent estimator of a. 
This consistency extends to a vector ??‘, which converges stochastically to Y. 
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For such a vector {j(q, m) - a}P2 converges stochastically to {f(?P, m) - a}Z’1/2, 
which implies that j(p, m) and f(Y, m) h ave the same asymptotic distribution. 
For instance, if a(l) is obtained by the OLS method, then at2) = f(G), m) is a 
consistent estimator of a and f(&), m) and f(&, m) have the same asymptotic 
distribution provided that no vanishing denominators occur among the com- 
ponents of f(a(l), p). 
An example of the special case where Y = a, is the FIVE estimator ac2) = 
f (a’l’, m) where au’ is obtained with the aid of the OIV start (iii) in Section 4.1. 
For this start f (u(l), m) and f (a, m) have the same asymptotic distribution. For 
the FIML estimator itself we have that a = f (a, m) and it follows that a and 
f (a, m) has the same asymptotic distribution. Thus we conclude that the FIVE 
estimator has the same asymptotic distribution as the FIML estimator itself 
and this, of course, is one of the reasons why Brundy-Jorgensen [7] and 
Dhrymes [l l] have suggested this estimator. 
For some neighborhood of the FIML estimator we have that f (u,m)converges 
stochastically to a and it follows that af (a, m)/&z as evaluated for the FIML 
estimator, tends stochastically to zero. Other vectors a which satisfies a = f (a, m) 
converge stochastically to vectors for which at least one component off (Y, p) 
has a vanishing denominator, and at least one element of af (a, m)/&z stochastically 
to infinity. Therefore, the iterative method has a tendency to converge to the 
FIML estimator and the speed of the convergence has a tendency to increase 
with the sample size. 
Let us consider the case where Y(O) = PcO)Z, where P(O) is a consistent 
estimator of n, and S(O) is a consistent estimator of Z. Let w(O) be the vector of 
the elements of P(O) and S(O) 9 while w is the corresponding vector of the elements 
of n and Z. Then formula (7.6) for r = 1 can formally be written 
u(l) = g(w(O), m), (7.8) 
and in the same way as before it can be proved that (g(w(O), m) - a)P2 tends 
stochastically to (g(w, m) - a)T112. In the case now considered g(w, m) and 
f (a, m) are not the same because the theoretical matrix Z is used in g(w, m), 
but g(w, m) and f (a, m) have the same asymptotic distribution. When P(O) = 
YZ’(ZZ’)-1 and S(O) is obtained by the 2SLS method, the first approximation u(l) 
is the three-stage least-squares (3SLS) estimator. On the other hand, if w(O) is 
replaced by the corresponding vector w, obtained by the FIML method, then 
u = g(w, m) and it follows that the 3SLS estimator and the FIML estimator has 
the same asymptotic distribution. This is another approach to the comparison 
between the 3SLS and FIML estimator. The asymptotic efficiency of the 3SLS 
estimator has been proved by Durbin [12], Madansky [29], Rothenberg and 
Leenders [36], and Sargan [38]. 
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8. METHOD A2: A METHOD BUILDING ON ANOTHER TRANSFORMATION 
OF THE LIKELIHOOD EQUATIONS 
From the first relation of (6.10) we subtract the corresponding relation for 
p = i, multiplied by bH/bii, so that the following system is obtained. 
i si’{(biYi - c5Z5)[y;. - (b”/bii)y~.]} = 0 if yBt occurs in the ith equation, 
i=l 
i s”‘(biYiz;. - ciZjzi.) = 0 if apt occurs in the ith equation. 
j=l 
(8.1) 
When the coefficients and residual covariance matrix in approximation I have 
been obtained, the coefficients in approximation I + 1 are obtained from 
f ,ii(d{(bjr+l) y5 - cp’Zj)[y;. - (bDi(‘)/b”“(‘))y;.]} = 0, 
j=l 
(8.2) 
i sif(r)(bf+$‘5~; _ cjz+1)Z5z;.) = 0. 
j=l 
Let us again introduce the normalization that all diagonal elements of B are 
prescribed ones. Furthermore, let IV:‘) be a matrix obtained from Xi by replacing 
each endogenous element Y,,~ by yPt - (bN(r)/biifr)) yit , while the predetermined 
elements are left unchanged. Then the relations (8.2) can be comprised in the 
following way. 
$ ,ir(l)Wjdx5~a;(~+l) = g s’j(+)w,!‘)y;. . (8.3) 
This relation differs from (7.5) only by the appearance of Wjr) instead of X2’). 
The relations for i = l,..., K have to be solved simultaneously, so that 
p(c)~~,7~)x~~ . . . .#d~,(+)xk~ 
a”++l’ = . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (8.4) 
skl'f'w~'xlt . . . Skk(r)~~b& 
The method now considered runs as follows. 
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The start B(l) and C(l) are obtained by any current method. 
The step from r to r + 1. Having obtained B@) and P) we calculate the 
matrices W:*),..., Wf) in a way described above and the estimated residual 
covariance matrix ST) from formula (7.4). Thereafter, the coefficient vector 
a(‘+l) is obtained from formula (8.4) and the matrices B(“+l) and Pfl) are 
arranged. 
Asymptotic convergence properties like those of the preceeding method have 
not been found. 
9. SEQUENTIAL ITERATION 
9.1, Partial Maximization of the Likelihood Function 
The sequential procedures to be dealt with here maximize the likelihood 
function with respect to the parameters in one structural equation when the 
approximations of the parameters in the other structural equations are considered 
as given. In this way the likelihood function is monotonously increasing during 
the iterative procedure. 
It should be noted that #j/P is the partial regression coefficients of the ith 
residual on the jth one with the sign reversed. Let hi be the row vector of the 
partial regression coefficients of the ith residua1 on the other ones and let Ui 
denote the matrix of the empirical residuals not belonging to the ith equation. 
Then 
hiUiUi’ = ui.lJi’. P-1) 
If the explicit expression for ui itself is retained while the notations hi and Vi 
are used, a combination of (6.10) and (9.1) leads to the following relations. 
biYi&. -  ciZ&. 
-  hiUiy;. z TbDijsii if yDt occurs in the ith equation, 
biY& - c&z;. - h,U,z;. = 0 if zpt occurs in the ith equation, 
biYiu;. - C~Z~U;. - hiUiu(i. = 0 if j # i. (94 
As before we shall consider two methods of transforming the system, the one 
leading the use yt. , the other to the use of ~~.--((b”“/b”~)y~. for the estimation 
of the ith equation. Both methods give the same values of the coefficients of one 
equation for given values of the coefficients of the other equations. Therefore, 
the methods Bl and B2 to which we now proceed are rather variations of the 
same method. 
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9.2. Method Bl : Sequential Approximation of Y* 
By introducing expression (7.1) for yD,. into the first relation of (9.2), we get 
biY,yz.’ - C,Ziy,*( - hiUty,*( = 0 if yPt occurs in the ith equation, 
b,YiZi. - CiZiZi. - hiU*Zh. = 0 if zqt occurs in the ith equation, (9.3) 
biYiu;. - c,Z& - hJJ,u;. = 0 if j # i. 
Let us suppose that B(‘) and C’(r) are found by the iterative process. Then Y(r) 
is obtained from formula (3.2) and Ur) from the second formula of (7.4). Under 
the usual normalization condition that the diagonal elements of l3 are prescribed 
ones, the coefficient vector of the first structural equation in the next approxima- 
tion together with the auxiliary vector is obtained from the formula 
In the same way as in the next to the last paragraph of Section 3 it can be inferred 
that ar+l) does not depend on al’). 
In order to secure a monotone increase of the likelihood function during the 
iterative process, the latest values of the coefficients of the other equations is to 
be used. When the ith equation is estimated in iteration number I + 1 we will 
start with approximations of B and C obtained with the aid of a)‘+l) if j < i, but 
with the aid of ay) otherwise. The approximation of X,* then obtained will be 
denoted by Xi!7*c+1), and the corresponding matrix of the residuals of the 
structural equations other than the ith one, will be denoted by Uj”*r+‘). Then the 
system corresponding to (9.4) for the ith equation will be written as 
Thus the method Bl runs as follows. 
The Start. The starting matrices B(l) and C’(l) are obtained by any current 
method. 
The step from Y to Y + 1. From B(*) and Or) we calculate Xr) and Ur), and 
aF+‘) is obtained from (9.4). Having obtained a:++l),..., aj+_:l), we form approxi- 
mations to matrices B and C with the first i - 1 rows taken in approximation 
Y + 1 and the other rows taken in approximation Y. Then Xir*r+‘) and Uj!c*T+l) 
683/4/3-4 
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are calculated and @+l) is obtained from (9.5). When the kth equation has been 
estimated we form B(r+l) and C(r+l). 
9.3. Method B2. Sequential Use of an Alternative Transformution of the LiheMwod 
Equations 
From the first equation of (9.2) we subtract the corresponding equation for 
p = i, multiplied by bp’/bii, so that the system is written 
biYi - cJ, - hiUi)(y~. - (b’“/b”“)yi.) = 0 if yPt occurs in the ith equation, 
biYJi’ - c<ZiZi’ - hiUiZi’ = 0 if zQt occurs in the ith equation, 
b<Yiuj. - c~Z,U~. - hiU,Uj. = 0 if j # i. (9.6) 
When the approximations B(‘) and G(r) have been obtained, we start with 
the first structural equation and arrange the appropriate row vectors 
yp. - (b*l(r)/bll(r’)ylm and the matrix Z, into the matrix Wp), in the same way 
as for Method A2. Moreover the residual matrix Vr) is obtained from the second 
formula of (7.4). Under the usual normalization condition that the diagonal 
elements of B have the value one, the coefficients vector of the first structural 
equation in the next approximation together with the auxiliary vector is obtained 
from the formula 
&+1) (Ii % = W>)&' w>Qp' -l 1 w?Y;. h'(r+1) 1 u'r'x r u'du"" I( 1. PY;. (9.7) 11 11 
Again a;(‘+‘) does not depend on a;(‘) because b*1(7)/b11(r) = 1 Bra [/I BI’,) ) where 
1 Bri 1 and 1 Bfi) 1 are the cofactors of the elements brd and bg) in the determinant 
1 Btr’) I. 
When the ith equation is concerned we will as in the previous section start 
with approximation of B and C such that the i - 1 first rows are taken in approxi- 
mation number T + 1 while the other rows are taken in approximation Y. The 
matrix Wi in this approximation will be denoted by Wi(rs’tl), and the estimation 
of the ith structural equation in approximation Y + 1 is performed by means of 
the following formula. 
w~r.T+l)&' ,J,@.r+l)U;(r.r+l) 
I 
u~,7+1)& uj%T+l) u;b.++l) 
(94 
Thus Method B2 differs from Method Bl only by the use of the matrices 
Wpril) instead of X, (**rtl). Otherwise the description made at the end of the 
previous section applies to Method B2 as well. 
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Methods Bl and B2 are only different ways of calculation and iteration after 
the principle that the likelihood function is maximized with respect to the 
coefficients of one equation, while the last approximations of the coefficients 
are considered as given. Thus the methods follow each other step by step for 
given starting matrices B(l) and C(l), in the sense that the same series of iterated 
values are produced by both methods, apart from the effect of rounding errors. 
10. THE ASYMPTOTIC COVARIANCE MATRIX OF THE STRUCTURAL 
COEFFICIENTS AS ESTIMATED BY THE FLML METHOD 
The expression for the covariance matrix of the FJML estimators of the 
structural coefficients as given by Durbin [12], Rothenberg and Leenders [36] is 
especially convenient when Durbin’s iteration method is used. By the extension 
to a system with identities we will make use of a result at the end of Section 7.3 
that g(w, n) has the same asymptotic distribution as the FIML estimator a 
itself. The vector-valued function g(w, m) stands symbolically for the use of the 
theoretical reduced form coefficients instead of the estimated ones when the 
instrumental variables are calculated and the theoretical covariance matrix 
instead of the estimated one. Proceeding as in Section 5.3 we obtain the following 
formula for the asymptotic covariance matrix of the structural coefficients. 
UllN . . . &kN,k -1 
. . .'l. . . . . . . . 
UklN kl *-* UkkN kk 
&l&j . . . 
11 GM lk OllN;, *-- 
X . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (10.1) 
&M kl *-* &“M kk &kN' lk . . . 
With the special choice of instrumental variables made here we have again 
Nii = Mij , so that the following formula is obtained. 
GM . . . O’kM,, -1 
. . .". . . . . . . . . (10.2) 
@Mk, -.a dCkMkk 
Here Mij is estimated by (l/T)&*XT’ where it should be noted that XV* is the 
limit matrix of Xy) respectively Xzr*‘+l), as obtained by the iterative procedures 
Al or Bl. 
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Il. RESTRICTIONS ON THE RESIDUAL COVARIANCE MATRIX 
A subsystem, such that the number of equations equals the number of current 
endogenous variables within the subsystem, can be handled as a separate IIV or 
FIML estimation problem, in the latter case on the additional assumption that 
the residuals of the equations of the subsystem are independent of the residuals 
of the equations outside the subsystem. On this additional assumption the 
endogenous variables within the subsystem are treated as predetermined variables 
when the rest of the system is estimated. This also holds when the subsystem 
consists of just one equation. Then this equation is estimated by the OLS method 
and the endogenous variable of this equation is treated as a predetermined variable 
when the other equations of the system are estimated. 
11.2. Independent Contemporaneous Residuals 
When ,Z is diagonal, the residual variances are estimated from (6.9) while the 
residual covariances are assigned the value zero, so that only the terms for which 
j = i survive in the sums occuring in relations (6.10) and (8.1). Therefore only 
the term for which j = i is retained in (8.3) so that the FIML estimation can be 
performed iteratively with the aid of the following formula 
ai &+1) = (@Q<r)-l wf)y;. , i = I,..., k. (11.1) 
For the sequential procedure the elements of the vectors h, ,..., hk are assigned 
zero value, and therefore (9.8) is replaced by the following formula, analogous 
to the preceeding one. 
a!T+l) = (~~,r+l)&f)-l Wi(r.++l$;*, 
E i = l,..., A!. (11.2) 
Also in the case now considered a subsystem and the rest of the system can be 
treated separately in the way indicated in the preceeding subsection, 
For causal chain systems (cf. [39]) th e matrix B is triangular, so that yit does 
not occur in the i - 1 first equations, the FIML estimation boils down to OLS 
estimation. 
12. APPLICATIONS 
The model of the Puerto Rician economy, due to Dutta and Su [14] with 
36 structural equations, of which 13 are identities, is the largest model to which 
the IIV method has been applied previously [13]. Bergstrom has performed 
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sampling experiments for small models and estimated with all methods dealt 
with in this paper with exception for Method B2 and compared these methods 
for small real data models [2, 3, 6, 281. Moreover the FP method and some 
classical methods are included in this investigation. In recent papers [4, 61 he 
applied the methods to Klein-Goldberger’s model [22] in a version closely 
connected with the one given by Klein [20]. He has, however, excluded a 
nonlinear identity, which forced him to treat the price variable as predetermined. 
Four equations contained only one endogenous variable and their residuals were 
assumed to be independent of all other residuals in the system (cf. Section 1 I. I). 
Except for these four equations the system consisted of 23 equations of which 12 
were identities. The large number of identities is due to the avoidance of com- 
posite variables in the structural equations. The data were taken from a paper by 
Klein [21], and for the estimation the time periods 1929-1941 and 1947-1962 
were used. The iterative process was discontinued when i(uj;+” - Q)/u{;)~ < d 
for all elements of the row vector a. For the methods Al, A2, and B2 the time 
per iteration with the CD 3600 computer of Uppsala University was 3.1, 2.3, and 
19.2 seconds, respectively, and the number of iterations were maximized to 150, 
250, and 40, respectively. With OLS start, Method Al attained the accuracy 
d = 1O-4 in 129 iterations, Method A2 the accuracy d = 10m3 in 148 iterations, 
and Method Bl the accuracy d = 1O-2 in 23 iterations. In this case the Method 
Al is quite superior. In another version of the model Klein drops the assumption 
of zero correlation with the other residuals for two of the regression equations, 
and then 13 equations are to be estimated simultaneously. In this case Bergstriim 
finds that neither Method Al nor Method A2 converges. For the slow Method Bl 
the accuracy d = 10e2 was reached after 30 iterations. 
The time-consuming device of an iterative process of course gives rise to the 
question if it is worthwhile to continue the iteration in the case, where the LIVE, 
respectively FIVE estimator are obtained. Although the asymptotic distribution 
of the estimator is not changed if the iteration is continued so that IIV, respec- 
tively FIML, estimates are obtained, it should be borne in mind that for samples 
of the size met with in practice, the LIVE and FIVE estimates depend heavily 
on the choice of instrumental variables. Even with Fisher’s systematic choice of 
instrumental variables [ 16, 331 some ambiguity remains on this point. 
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